
Coming next month: Discovering Contextual Content & Symphony Updates in One Place

How are customers using Audio*, Video* and Screen Sharing*?

Symphony in the News:
Symphony just announced an exciting new partnership with 

Thomson Reuters. Our founder & CEO says, “Customers will be 
able to execute entire workflows within Symphony through the 
seamless integration of powerful communication and 
collaboration capabilities with information-rich content and 
business critical applications.” 
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Symphony Pro Tip: Send longer, formatted messages with 
Compose Mode
Expand your writing area to send detailed messages to IMs and chat rooms. Use <ENTER> 
for a new line, include bullets or line breaks with ease, and apply rich text formatting so 
your message stands out from the rest of the chat. 

There have been many exciting new feature updates in Symphony so be sure to use the 
Quickstart Guide and watch our “Welcome to Symphony” videos.

*Currently in Beta

Note: For our largest Enterprise 
customers, the availability of these 

features is controlled by internal 
system administrators and will be 
customized based on company-

specific preferences. If you don't see 
these features and you would like 

them, talk to your Symphony 
administrator!

Sales & Trading teams are leveraging Symphony Meetings* to quickly connect and discuss market data with Research 
Analysts. When markets suddenly change, Sales & Trading teams can immediately start an Audio/Video Conference with 
up to 25 internal users. Research Analysts can screen share their latest market data, and teams can take action with the 
most up-to-date information without ever leaving Symphony.

Symphony Highlight Corner:
Our clients are increasing usage of Symphony by 
developing internal applications, such as those that 
provide content and help distribute research. HSBC’s 
Global Research app was one of the first to launch in 
March and is now the 5th most popular app across all 
of Symphony. 


